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DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING III SEMESTER EC 6304 – ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS – I (Regulations 2013) UNIT-1 Part A 1. What is a Q-point? [N/D– 16] The operating point also known as quiescent point ( Q-point) identifies the transistor collector current and collector-emitter voltage. When there is no input signal at the base, it defines the DC conditions of the circuit. 2. What is the impact of temperature on drain current of MOSFET? [N/D– 16] The impact of temperature on drain current of MOSFET is, the drain current varies with temperature; the change in ID in temperature range for N-channel is over 20% being slightly lower than P-channel device. Drain current decreases as temperature increases because MOSFET is a negative temperature co-efficient device.



3. What is an operating point? [M/J– 16] The operating point also known as quiescent point ( Q-point) identifies the transistor collector current and collector-emitter voltage. When there is no input signal at the base, it defines the DC conditions of the circuit. 4. Give the methods of biasing JFET. The different methods of biasing the JFET are  Self bias method  Voltage divider bias method



[M/J– 16]



5. Why is the operating point selected at the centre of the active region [N/D-15] In order to get the faithful amplification of the signals, operating point has to be fixed at the middle of the d.c. load line. i.e. in the active region. 6. Define Stability factor [ N/D-15] Stability factor S is defined as the rate of change of collector current IC with respect to reverse saturation current ICO keeping β and VBE constant
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|



constant



7. List out the importance of selecting the proper operating point. [A/M – 15] In order to produce distortion-free output in amplifier circuits, the supply voltages and resistances in the circuit must be suitably chosen. These voltages and resistances establish a set of d.c. voltage VCEQ and current ICQ to operate the transistor in the active region are called quiescent values which determine the Q-point of the transistor. 8. Draw a DC load line of the circuit show in Figure 1.



[A/M – 15]



Given : Vcc = 10V, RB = 120 kΩ, RB = 12 kΩ, hfe = β =125 For drawing dc load line, the two end points viz maximum VCE point (at IC = 0) and maximum IC point ( at VCE = 0) are required. Maximum VCE = VCC = 10 V Maximum IC =



0.8 mA
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9. Find the collector and base current of circuit given in fig.2.



[N/D– 14]



Given: hfe = β = 100, VBE(on) =0.7V, Vcc =5 V, RB = 20 kΩ, RC = 10 kΩ apply KVL to the base circuit, =



10. What are the operating regions of N-Channel MOSFET and how do you identify the operating region? [N/D– 14] The operating regions of N- channel MOSFET are    



Cutoff region Ohmic region Active region Saturation region
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Part B



1. Consider the circuit shown below with transistor parameters I DSS =12 mA, Vp=-4V, and λ = 0.008V-1. Determine the small-signal voltage gain Av=vo/vi.



[N/D– 16]



Solution: Given data: IDSS = 12 mA, VP = - 4V, λ = 0.008V-1, VDD = 20 V, R1 = 420 kΩ, R2 = 180 kΩ, RD = 3 kΩ, Rs = 2.7 kΩ, R2 = 5 kΩ, Step 1 The quiescent gate -to- source voltage is [



Where



[



]



]



Now [



]



[



[



] ]
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[



]



[



[



(



]



]



)



(



)



Using quadratic equation )



Step 2 [



] [



)



]



Step 3 [



]



[



) ] )



Step4
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= Step 5 ) )



2. With neat diagrams, explain two bias compensation techniques and state its advantages and disadvantages. [M/J– 16] Describe in detail the various types of bias compensation circuits with neat illustration. (16)[N/D – 15] For providing excellent bias and thermal stabilization, bias compensation technique is used. The various Bias compensation methods are   



Diode compensation technique Thermistor compensation Sensistors compensation







Compensation technique:



It refers to the use of temperature sensitive devices such as diodes, transistors, thermistors which provide compensating voltage and current to maintain Q point stable. 1. Diode Compensation Techniques Compensation for VBE: a) Diode in Emitter Circuit Diagram shows the voltage divider bias with bias compensation technique. Here, separate supply VDD is used to keep diode in forward If biased condition. If the diode used in the circuit is of same material and type as the transistor, the voltage across the diode will have the same temperature coefficient as the base to emitter voltage VBE . So when VBE changes by ∂ VBE with change in temperature, VD changes by VD and ∂ VD~=~∂ VBE, the changes tend to cancel each other. Applying KVL to the base circuit of Fig. ,we have
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Figure: Stabilization by means of voltage divider bias and diode Compensation Technique



As VD tracks VBE with respect to temperature it is clear that IC will be insensitive to variations in VBE .
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Diode in voltage divider circuit



Diode is connected in series with resistance R2 in the voltage divider circuit and it is forward biased condition. For voltage divider bias,



When VBE changes with temperature, IC also changes To cancel the changes in IC , one diode is used in the circuit for compensation The voltage at the base VB is give as Substituting this value in equation IC, we get,



The changes cancel each other, so the collector current is given as



The changes in VBE. Due to temperature are compensated by changes in the diode voltage which keeps ICstable at Q point.
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Thermistor Compensation:



With increase of temperature ,RT decreases. Hence the voltage drop across it also decreases. That is VBEdecreases which reduces IB .this will offset the increased collector current with temperature. The equation shows if there is increase in ICO and decrease in IB keeps IC almost constant.



Fig (b) shows another thermistor compensation technique . Here, thermistor is connected between emitter and Vcc to minimize the increase in collector current due to changes in ICO, VBE, or beta with temperature .IC increases with temperature and RT decreases with increase in temperature. Therefore, current flowing through RE increases, which increases the voltage drop across it. E - B junction is forward biased. But due to increase in voltage drop across R E, emitter is made more positive, which reduces the forward bias voltage VBE. Hence, bias current reduces.
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As Ico increases with temperature, IB decreases and hence. IC remains constant Sensistor Compensation technique



Fig. shows sensistor compensation R1 is replaced by sensistor RT in self bias circuit. Now, RT and R2resistors of the potential divider. As temperature increases, RT increases which decreases the current flowing through it. Hence current through R2 decreases which reduces the voltages drop across it. Voltage drop across R2 is the voltage between base and ground. So VBE reduces which decreases 16. It means, when ICBOincreases with increase in temperature, IB reduces due to reduction in VBE, maintaining IC fairly constant.



3. Why biasing is necessary in BJT amplifier? Explain the concept of DC & AC load line with neat diagram, How will you select the operating point, explain it using CE amplifier characteristics? (16)[N/D – 15] Load line analysis: The basic function of a transistor is to do amplification. The weak signal is given to the transistor and amplified output is obtained from the collector. The process of raising the strength of weak signal without any change in general shape is known as faithful amplification. A transistor must be properly biased to operate as an amplifier.
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VCC



RB



RC



CC2 VO



CC1



RL RS



Figure a- Common Emitter amplifier



DC analysis For DC, f = 0,



The DC equivalent circuit is obtained by replacing all capacitors by open circuits as shown in figure b
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VCC IB



IC RC



RB +



VCE +



VBE



-



Figure b- DC equivalent circuit Load line Applying KVL to the collector-emitter circuit, ------(1) ----- (2) This equation represents a DC load line with slope of When



When



and y-intercept of



.



i.e. the transistor is in cut-off region, ----------- (3) i.e. the transistor is in saturation region, ------ - (4) ) and ( 0,



Thus two end points are (



). A line passing through these points is called DC



load line as the slope of this line depends on the DC load Quiescent point: Applying KVL to the base-emitter circuit,



.



------------------(5) ---------------(6) This equation gives the value of base current. For this value of base current, output characteristic of the amplifier is plotted which intersects the DC load line at Q-point. Hence, Q-point indicates
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quiescent ( inactive, still) value of collector-emitter voltage and collector current shows the DC load line and Q-point for common emitter amplifier.



. Figure c



Q



VCC



Figure – c- Load line and Q- Point



Need for biasing: DC biasing is used to establish proper values of and called the DC operating point or quiescent point or Q-point. The basic problem involved in the design of transistor circuits is establishing and maintaining the proper collector- to –emitter voltage and collector current in the circuit. This condition is known as transistor biasing. The biasing conditions must be maintained despite variations in temperature, variations in gain and leakage current variations in supply voltages. For faithful amplification, the following conditions must be satisfied.   



Proper zero signal collector current Proper base-emitter voltage



Proper collector-emitter voltage



and is expressed in terms of operating point or quiescent point Q. for faithful amplification, Q-point must be selected properly. The fulfillment of the above conditions is known as transistor biasing. The value of



While fixing the Q-point it has to be seen that the output of the amplifier is a proper sinusoidal waveform for sinusoidal input without distortion. If an amplifier is not biased properly, it can go into saturation or cut-off when an input signal is applied. By fixing the Q-point at different positions, we can observe the variation in collector current and collector-emitter voltage corresponding to a given variation of base current. When the
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Q-point is located in the middle of the DC load line ( i.e Q- point in active region) as shown below, sinusoidal waveform without distortion is obtained at the output.



Q-point in the active region When the Q- point is located near the saturation region, as shown below, the collector current is clipped at the positive half cycle because the transistor is driven into saturation.



Q-point in the saturation region When the Q- point is located near the cut-off region, as shown below, the collector current is clipped at the negative half cycle because the transistor is driven into cut-off.
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Q-point in the Cut-off region Hence, values of different resistances and voltages must be selected in such a way that the Q- point should be :   



In active region On DC load line Selected in middle of the DC load line to avoid clipping of signals.



4. The parameter for each transistor in the circuit in figure are hfe = 100 and VBE(on) = 0.7 V, Determine the Q-point values of base, collector and emitter currents in Q1 and 2 (8) ( April/May 2015)
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+5V



Q2



Q2



Given hfe = β = 100, VBE(on) = 0.7 V,+ V = +5V, ,- V = -5V,RE1 = 20 kΩ, RE2 = 1 kΩ At Q1 a) Apply KVL to input, )



= 21mA



b) ( ) =



)



= 207 μ A



c)



At Q2 Apply KVL to input



)



= 4.3
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=



= 42.57 μA



5. Determine the quiescent current and voltage values in a p-channel JFET circuit. ( Apr. 2015) Given: assume The DC drain current is ) ) )



) ) ) )



2



6.25 +



Solving this we gat, = 1.086V
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=1



0.086V



= -0.086 – (– 5..8)



6.



Design emitter bias for BJT with Ic=2mA,Vcc= 18V, VCE= 10V and 150. (8) [N/D - 14] Solution:



Given



, assume Assume Therefore



= 1.8V



=



Apply KVL to the base
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Apply KVL to the collector:



7. Derive the stability factor of Self bias circuit of BJT. (8) [N/D - 14] In the previous configurations, the bias current IC and Voltage VCE depend on the current gain β of the transistor. Figure shows a voltage divider bias circuit.



Voltage divider bias circuit



Exact analysis: DC analysis: For DC, f = 0,
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The DC equivalent circuit is obtained by replacing all capacitors by open circuits as shown in fig2.



Fig.2 – DC equivalent Circuit



The base circuit can be converted into Thevenin’s equivalent circuit as shown in figure 3



As R1 and R2 divide the voltage VCC at the base, the circuit is called voltage-divider bias.



Figure 3- Thevenin’s Equivalent Circuit
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Collector current: IC: Applying KVL to the base-emitter circuit:



The base circuit can be converted into Thevenin’s equivalent circuit as shown above



‖ As



and



divide the voltage



at the base, the circuit is called voltage divider bias.
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Thevenin’s equivalent circuit.



Collector current Applying KVL to the base-emitter circuit,



)



=0



)



Collector to emitter voltage Applying KVL to the collector-emitter circuit



) ) Load line analysis Applying KVL to the collector-emitter circuit,



Assuming )
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This equation represents a DC load line with slope of When



When



and y-intercept of



, i.e transistor is in saturation region,



, i.e. transistor is in saturation region,



Thus two end points are (



) and (0,



) . by joining these two end points, a DC line is drawn.



From the base emitter circuit, )



For this value of base current, we can establish the actual Q- point as shown below



Q



VCC



Load line and Q- Point
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From the load line figure, it is clear that, the saturation current for the circuit is



.



this is the resulting current when a short circuit is applied between collector- emitter terminal. Stability of Q- point Applying KVL to the base-emitter circuit,



)



If reverse saturation current increases, collector current increases. It will cause voltage drop across to increase, which decrease base current . As depends on decrease in reduce the original increase in with is minimized and stability of Q-point is achieved. Stability factors Applying KVL to the base- emitter circuit,



)



We know that ) (



(



------------------(1) )



)



)



)



Stability factor S When ICO changes from ICO1 to ICO2, IC changes from IC1 to IC2 From equation (1) At t1˚C
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(



)



)



)



)



------------ - (2)



At t2˚C (



------------ (3)



Subtracting equation 2 from equation 3 )



(



(



)



=



)



)



)



S=



)



)



(



) )



(



)



Stability factor S’ When VBE changes from VBE1 to VBE2, IC changes from IC1 to IC2 From equation (1) At t1˚C (



)



)



)



)



----------- (4)



At t2˚C (



------------ (5)



Subtracting equation 4 from equation 5 )



(



(



)



)



) )



=



(



=



)



)



Stability factor S’’ (



)
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(



[



)



[



)



] =



[



)]



)] )



When



changes from



1



to



2, IC



changes from IC1 to IC2



From equation (1) At t1˚C [



)] )



At t2˚C [



)] )



Subtracting 1 from both sides [ [



)] } )]



–1



[



)



]



[



)



[



]



)



[



)



]



) [ [ [ S’’ =



=



) )



)



]



]



) ) ] )



]



)
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8. Design voltage divider bias circuit for NMOS, such that ( ⁄ )



= 400 µA, VDD = 14 V, VDS = 2.3 V,



. Assume a current of 1µA through R1 and R2 and Vs = 1.2.V ( Nov.2014)



Solution:L Given: = 400 µA, VDD = 14 V, VDS = 2.3 V,



( ⁄ )



.current of through R1 and



R2 = 1 µA and Vs = 1.2.V )



We know that,



) + +1



= 1.63 V + 1.2 V



--------------(1) ‖



)



-------------(2) Substituting equation(2) in equation (1)
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UNIT-2 Part A



1. What is an ac load line? [N/D– 16] A dc load line gives the relationship between the q-point and the transistor characteristics. When capacitors are included in a CE transistor circuit, a new effective load line called an ac load line. The ac load line gives the relationship between the small signal response and the transistor characteristics.



2. Draw the small-signal ac equivalent circuit of the BJT. [N/D– 16] B



Vbe



C



Vce



rπ gm Vπ



E



ro



E



E Small signal ac equivalent circuit of BJT
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3. What is the need of a load line? [M/J– 16] In order to produce distortion free output in amplifier circuits, the operating point should be selected at the centre of the DC load line.



4. How amplifiers are classified according o the transistor configuration? [N/D-15] According to the transistor configuration, amplifiers are classified as  Common base amplifier  Common emitter amplifier  Common collector amplifier
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5. State Millers Theorem. [N/D-15] Miller’s theorem states that, if an impedance Z is connected between the input and output terminals of a network which provides a voltage gain A, an equivalent circuit that gives the same effect can be drawn by removing Z and connecting impedance across the input and across the output.



6. Define CMRR of BJT differential amplifier. How to improve it? [A/M – 15] It is defined as the ratio of the differential mode voltage gain, A d to common mode voltage gain Ac. |



|



To improve the CMRR, the common mode gain Ac must be reduced, and the differential mode gain must be increased.
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7. A small signal source VI(t) = 20cos20t + 30 sin 106 t is applied to a transistor amplifier as shown in Figure 3. The transistor has hfe = 150, r0 = ∞ and r π = 3kΩ.. Determine V0(t). [A/M – 15]



Solution: Given VCC = 5V, R1 = 100kΩ, R2 = 20kΩ ,RC = 3kΩ, RE = 900Ω, Vi(t) = 20cos20t + 30 sin 106 t, hfe = β = 150, rπ = 3 k Ω. Step 1 = 5 = 0.833 V =



(



)



= 16.66 kΩ =



(



= 150



)



= 0.87µA



= 130.52 µA =



Step 2:



= 5.01 mA / V =∞



( ) ( because ( )



( ‖ ‖ ‖



) ‖



)



‖



( ‖



) where



=0



( ) ( )



(



)
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8. Draw the ac equivalent circuit of figure4. [N/D– 14]



IC



Ib



R1



RC



hie



Vi



RL



hfe Ib



Ri



R0



ac equivalent circuit of the above figure



9. Find CMRR of differential amplifier with differential gain of 300 and common mode gain of 0.2. [N/D– 14] = b
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10. Draw a cascade amplifier and its ac equivalent circuit. [M/J– 16]
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Part B 1. Analyze a basic common-base amplifier circuit and derive the expressions for its small-signals



voltage gain, current gain, input impedance and output impedance. (16)



[N/D-16]



Figure a- Common Base Amplifier Circuit



Figure –a shows the common base amplifier circuit. In common base, the input signal is applied to the emitter, the output load is connected to the collector terminal through a coupling capacitor C C2 and the base is at signal ground.



Figure – b- small signal hybrid-Pi model equivalent circuit of common base amplifier, with the output resistance ro assumed to be infinite.



Voltage gain (AV) It is the ratio of output voltage to the input voltage
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From small signal equivalent circuit, the output voltage is ( ‖ ) -------------------(1) Applying KCL to the emitter node:



[



]



[



]



[



]



If β=



‖



[



‖



]



Now,



( ( (



(



‖



)



)[



‖



‖



)[



‖ ‖



) ‖



](



‖



)



] ----(2)



If (



‖



) -----------------(3)



Current gain (Ai): It is the ratio of output current to the input current.
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-------------(4) Apply KCL at the emitter node =0



[



]=



[



]= [



‖(



( here β =



] --------------------(5)



)



Apply current division rule at (



)



)[



is



] -------------------(6)



Substitute equation (5) in equation (6) [



(



‖(



)] [



)



]



[( If



)



)] [



]



, =



Where



‖ (



=



(because



)



is the common base current gain of the transistor.



Input impedance ( Ri): It is the ratio of input voltage to the input current. (Because



)



Apply KCL at the input node,
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[ [



] ] [



]



Output impedance (Ro): It is the ratio of output voltage to output current. (



(



‖



)



‖



)



if



Then
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2. What are the changes in the a.c. characteristics of a common emitter amplifier when an emitter



resistor and an emitter bypass capacitor are incorporated in the design? Explain with necessary equations. (16) [M/J– 16]



Figure a.- Common Emitter Amplifier with voltage divider biasing



AC load line analysis: A dc load line gives the relationship between the operating point and the transistor characteristics. When capacitors are included in a common emitter amplifier circuit, a new effective load line, called an ac load line. The ac load line gives the relationship between the small signal response and the transistor characteristics. The ac operating region is on the ac load line.
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Figure b. - The DC and AC load lines



The slope of ac load line is given as Slope = The slope of the ac load line differs from that of the dc load line because the emitter bypass Resistor is not included in the small signal equivalent circuit as shown below in figure c



Figure c- Equivalent Circuit of CE amplifier



figure (b) shows the dc and ac load line. When , we are at the Q-point. When ac signals are present, we deviate about the Q-point on the ac load line. The conditions are



‖
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Voltage swing Limitations: When symmetrical sinusoidal signals are applied to the input of the transistor amplifier circuit, amplified symmetrical sinusoidal signals are generated at the output, as long as the amplifier operation remains linear. Now we use the ac load line to determine the maximum output symmetrical swing. If the output signal exceeds this limit, a portion of the output signal get clipped resulting signal distortion. The maximum symmetrical peak-to-peak ac collector current is The maximum symmetrical peak-to-peak output voltage is | | | |[ ‖



]



Small signal analysis of common emitter amplifier Figure a shows the common emitter amplifier with voltage divider biasing. In common emitter, base is the input terminal, collector is the output terminal and emitter is the common terminalhence the name common emitter. Here R1 and R2 are biasing resistance or voltage divider. The coupling capacitors CC1 and CC2 which blocks dc signal and allow ac signal.



Figure d Small signal hybid –Pi model of common emitter amplifier The small signal hybrid-Pi model equivalent circuit of common emitter amplifier in which the coupling capacitor is assumed to be a short circuit as shown in figure d. Input resistance: It is the ratio of input voltage to the input current.



(



‖



‖ )
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(



‖



‖ ) -------------------(1)



Voltage gain (Av) It is the ratio of output voltage to the input voltage



( ‖ {



‖ ‖



‖



}



‖



( ‖



{



)( ‖



( (



)



‖



‖



‖ ‖ ‖



}



)



( ‖



)



) ----------------------- (2)



‖ )



Current gain (Ai): It is the ratio of output current to the input current. =



( because



)



-------------(3) Where



and



Output resistance ( RO): It is the ratio of output voltage to the output current.
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| When ( ‖



( ‖



)



) -------------------(4)
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3. Calculate the small signal voltage gain of an emitter follower circuit. Given β = 100,



VBE(on) = 0.7V,VA = 80V,I CQ = 0.793mA,VCEQ = 3.4V. (8) [M/J– 16]
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4. With neat diagrams, explain the operation and advantages of Darlington pair circuit.(16) [N/D-16] 5. Draw and explain the operation of a Darlington amplifier. (8) [M/J– 16]



In CB, CE and CC configurations, the common collector or emitter follower circuit has high input impedance upto 500 kΩ. however, the input impedance considering biasing resistors is significantly ( ‖ ‖ ). The input impedance can be increased by direct coupling of two less. Because stages of emitter follower. The methods of improving input impedance are:  Darlington connection or direct coupling  Boot strap technique



Figure – a – Darlington amplifier



Figure shows the Darlington emitter follower or direct coupling of two stages of emitter follower amplifier. The cascade connection of two emitter followers is called Darlington connection. The output of the first stage is given to the input of the second stage. It improves high input impedance and current gain. Current gain ( ) It is the ratio of output current to the input current. -----------------(1) -------------------(2) therefore then



(



)



--------------- (3)
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The output current is given as



(



)



(



) -------------------(4) (



(



)



( because



))



The overall current gain is (



=(



)) --------------------- (5)



----------------------- (6) Input resistance (Ri) It is the ratio of input voltage to the input current.



[



[



(



)



= =



=



(



)



]



] ------------------(7) =



=



Now =



=



Therefore, [ [



(



) (



] )



]



------------------------(8)
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( ) the overall gain of the Darlington pair is large and also the input resistance tends to be large, because of the multiplication. Output resistance ( RO): It is the ratio of output voltage to the output current. =



--------------------(9) Advantages:  The overall gain is large.  Higher input impedance Disadvantages:  The input resistance of the amplifier is decreased because of the shunting effect of the biasing resistors.  High leakage current.
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6. Enumerate in detail and derive expression for voltage gain of CS and CD amplifier under small



signal low frequency condition. (16) [N/D – 15]



Common Source JFET amplifier with fixed bias



Figure shows common source JFET amplifier with fixed bias. In common source amplifier, input is applied between gate and source terminal and the output is taken between drain and source terminal.



Small signal ac equivalent circuit of CS JFET amplifier with fixed bias
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the fixed bias configuration of JFET CS amplifier has coupling capacitors C1 and C2. Which isolate the dc biasing from the applied ac input signal and load act as short circuits for the ac analysis. The gate and source terminal always work in reverse biased which indicates –VGG. Input impedance (Zi): From small signal equivalent circuit, --------------------- (1) Output impedance ( Zo): The output impedance is the impedance measured at the output terminal with the input voltage. When ,



,



,



The output impedance is ‖ If Then Voltage gain: It is the ratio of output voltage to the input voltage. = ( ‖



Where ( ‖



)



) ( ‖



( ‖



)



)



Small signal analysis of Common Drain (Source follower) JFET amplifier The figure shown below is the common drain (source follower) JFET amplifier. In common drain amplifier, the input terminal is the gate and output terminal is the source and drain terminal is common to both input and output. Hence it is called common drain (source follower) configuration. In these circuits, the coupling capacitors C1 and C2 which isolate the dc biasing from the applied ac input signal and load act as short circuit for the ac analysis.
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Common Drain (source Follower) JFET amplifier



Figure b shows the small signal ac equivalent circuit of common drain JFET amplifier. By replacing the coupling capacitors and DC power supply with short circuits to get low frequency equivalent circuit. Input impedance (Zi): From small signal equivalent circuit,



The output impedance



is the impedance measured at the output terminal with the input voltage.



When ,



,



Apply KVL at the output node, =
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=



(because V0 = -



)



= [ =



]



[



]



[



‖



]



‖



Voltage gain: It is the ratio of output voltage to the input voltage.



( ‖



Where



)



Apply KVL to the input



( ‖



)



Now =



(



)



‖ (



‖



)



=



( [



)



‖ (



)]



‖



[



( ‖ ) ( ‖ )]



If
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7. Explain in detail the transfer characteristics of differential amplifier. Explain the methods used to



improve CMRR. (16) [N/D – 15]



8. Derive CMRR of differential amplifier with its equivalent circuit. (16) [ N/ D 14]



Small signal ac analysis of differential amplifier:



Figure shows the small signal equivalent circuit of differential amplifier.
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From the equivalent circuit:
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Now consider a one- sided output at the collector of Q2 we get



Substitute equation 5 in equation 6
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Solving and rearranging the terms in equation (11) we get
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9. Consider the circuit shown in Figure9 with the parameters are β=120 and VA=∞. (1)Determine the



current gain, voltage gain, input impedance and output impedance. (2) Find the maximum undistorted output voltage swing. (12) [A/M – 15]
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10. The parameters for each transistor in the circuit in Figure-10 are hfe=100, VA= and VBE(on)=0.7V.



Determine the input and output impedances. (4) [A/M – 15]



1. Apply KVL to the input of Q2
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11. For the circuit shown in Figure11, the transistor parameters are hfe=125, VA= ,Vcc=18V,R =4Ω



RE=3k Ω, Rc=4k Ω, R1=25.6k Ω, andR2=10.4k Ω. The input signal is a current source. Determine its small signal Voltage gain, current gain, current gain, maximum voltage gain and input impedance. (10) [A/M – 15]



Given: ,



)



2) Apply KVL to the input



(



)



( because , so



) (



Where RB =



)



=
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)



=



=



)



(because



= 833Ω ) 5) 6)



= 0.3 mA =



=∞



(
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7) 8)
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UNIT-3 Part A 1. What is the impact of including a source resistor in the FET amplifier? [N/D– 16] The impact of including a Rs in the FET amplifier is the voltage drop across the internal resistance would decrease.



2. Why multi-stage amplifiers are required? [N/D– 16] In many applications, a single stage transistor amplifier cannot meet the desired specification of a given amplification factor. i.e. input resistance and output resistance. For example, the required voltage may exceed that which can be obtained in a single transistor amplifier circuit.
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3. What is body effect in MOSFET? How does it change the small-signal equivalent circuit of the MOSFET? [M/J– 16] The body effect in a MOSFET in which the substrate or body is not connected to the source. For an NMOS, the body is connected to the most negative potential in the circuit and will be at signal ground. If an ac component exists in the source-to body voltage, VSB, there will be an ac component will be included in the threshold voltage, which causes an ac component in the drain current.



4. Give the general conditions under which common source amplifier would be used. [M/J– 16] Input is applied between gate and source terminal. Output is measured between drain and source terminal. Vgs is selected based on type of channel used. Voltage divider bias is used. It is designed as a voltage amplifier.
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5. Compare the features of three MOSFET amplifier configurations. [ N/D-15] Si.No Parameters Common Source (CS) Common Gate (CG) Common Drain (CD) 1



Input resistance



‖



2.



Output resistance Voltage gain



‖



3.



( ‖



‖ ‖ ) (



‖



)



‖



( ‖ ) ( ‖



)



6. How does a transistor width-to-length ratio affect the small signal voltage gain of a common source amplifier? [ N/D-15] and



⁄



.



The square root of width to length ratio is directly proportional to voltage gain, width to length ratio changes voltages gain changes and also depends on internal capacitance, due to changes in Cgs, the voltage gain get affected.
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7. Determine the output impedance of a JFET amplifier shown in Figure 5. Let gm = 2 mA/V and λ =0. [A/M – 15]



Given: RG = 1MΩ, RS = 10 kΩ, RL = 10 kΩ, The output impedance of FET is



, λ=0



‖ ‖



‖ ‖



8. Compare between JFET and MOSFET amplifiers. [A/M – 15] Si.No. 1



JFET Transverse electric field across the reverse biased PN junction controls the conductivity of the channel.



2. 3.



High input resistance Operated only in depletion mode.



4.



Used in TV receivers, oscillator, RF amplifier.



MOSFET Transverse electric field induced across an insulating layer deposited on the semiconducting material controls the conductivity of the channel. Very high input resistance. Both depletion and enhancement mode. Digital VLSI circuits.
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9. Draw small signal model of JFET. [N/D– 14]



Small signal equivalent circuit of JFET



10. What are the features of BiMOS cascade amplifier? [N/D– 14] The features of BiMOS cascode amplifier are  It is useful in digital circuit design  It is used in analog circuit design  It has high output resistance  It has larger transconducance
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11. List out the applications of MOSFET. i. Heat sink and cooling within a computer most MOSFETs are located on the microprocessor chip, mounted on the motherboard and conspicuously cooled by its own heat sink and cooling fan. ii. Microprocessor chip The microprocessor chip itself is mounted in an electronic package with hundreds of interconnecting pins and connected to the chip by hundreds of tiny bond wires. iii. Chip cross-section A cross-section of the chip reveals multiple layers of tiny wires above the MOSFETs which are embedde4d in the silicon substrate.



12. State the general advantage of using JEFET rather than BJT. i. FETs require less space than that for BJTs, hence they are preferred in integrated circuits. FETs have higher input impedance than BJT they are preferred in amplifiers where high input impedance is required.
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13. Sketch the simple common gate amplifier circuit of JFET.



14. Sketch the simple common source amplifier circuit of MOSFET.
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Part B 1. Design a JFET source follower circuit (for the Figure shown below) with a specified small signal voltage gain given IDSS=12mA, Vp=-4V,λ=0.01 V-1. Determine Rs and IDQ Such that the small signal voltage gain is a least AV = Vo / Vi = 0.90 (16) [M/J– 16]
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2. Determine the small signal voltage gain of a common source circuit containing a source resistor. The transistor parameters are VTN =0.8V, Kn =1 mA/V2and λ = 0. [M/J– 16].
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3. Draw a common Gate MOSFET amplifier and derive for AVS, AIS and RO using small signal equivalent circuit. (16) [N/D – 15] Figure –a- shows the common Gate NMOS amplifier. In common gate, the input signal is applied to the source terminal and the gate terminal is at signal ground. It is biased with a constant current source IQ. The gate resistor RG, prevents the buildup of static charge on the gate terminal and the bypass capacitor CG, ensures that the gate terminal is at signal ground. The coupling capacitor C1 couples the signal to the source terminal and the coupling capacitor C2 couples the output voltage



The figure-b- shows the small signal model of common gate NMOS amplifier. The small signal resistance, r0 is assumed to be infinite. By replacing coupling capacitors and bypass capacitors and dc power supply with short circuits to get low frequency analysis of equivalent circuit.



Input resistance (Ri): It is the ratio of input voltage to the input current. ( here



)



---------------------(1)
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Output impedance RO: The Output impedance RO is the impedance measured at the output terminal with the input voltage, = 0. = 0, , The output resistance RO is given as ‖ ------------------ (2) Voltage gain(AV): It is the ratio of output voltage to the input voltage.



The output voltage is ( ‖



)



Apply KVL to the input, ( here



) (



(



)



)



now (( ((



)



)



)(



)(



‖ ‖



) ) (



((



)



)(



‖



(



)



)(



‖



)



) ------------------- (3)



Current gain ( AI): It is the ratio of output current to the input current. From equivalent circuit, (



(



)



)(



)
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(



) (



) (



)



Now, (( ((



) )



)(



)(



(



))



)



The current gain AI is = (( If



and



)



)(



) --------------- (4)



, then



The current gain is essentially unity.
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4. Explain with circuit and equivalent circuit BIMOS cascode amplifier. Also derive for GM and Ro of the amplifier. (16) [N/D – 15]
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5. Derive gain, input and output impedance of common source JFET amplifier with neat circuit diagram and equivalent circuit. (16) [N/D– 14]
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6. Derive gain, input and output impedance of common source JFET amplifier with neat circuit diagram and equivalent circuit. (16) [N/D– 14]
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7. Derive gain, input and output impedance of MOSFET source follower with neat diagram and equivalent circuit. ( Nov- 2014)
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8. Consider the PMOS amplifier shown in Figure13.The transistor ( Cox(W/L) 1mA/V2 and 0. Determine RDand Rs, such that IDQ=0.75 mA and VSDQ=6V.(2)Determine Input impedance R1 and Output impedance R0.(3)Voltage gain, Current Gain andMaximum Output Voltage Swing. (12) [A/M-15]
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9. Determine the current gain of JFET source follower amplifier.



(4) [A/M-15]
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10. Draw a discrete common gate JFET amplifier and derive voltage gain, Av, Input impedance, Rin and output impedance, Rout with small signal equivalent circuit. (6) [A/M-15]
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